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Across  
    

1 Unintelligible writing or speech such as in a 27 Coffeeshop at 8a Bilderdijkstraat, Den Haag  

 book by Jacques Derrida or Jordan Peterson  with amusing leaf cursor on website (2, 1) 

11 Chapel in Padua with marvelous fresco cycle 29 Ingmar Bergman or Iron Butterfly (initials) 

 by Giotto 30 Village in Bavaria known for decennial  

12 Celebrated director of poignant, low energy   passion play held since 1634 (cancelled in 

 films about family life in modern Japan  1940 due to war and 2020 due to Covid-19) 

 (Tokyo Story, Late Winter, Early Spring,  32 Likelihood of negative outcome resulting  

 Floating Weeds etc.)  from course of action 

13 Iconic UK film series directed by Gerald  33 Town in South Gloucestershire (contiguous  

 Thomas known for perennial cast and ribald   with Chipping Sodbury) notable as birthplace 

 humour (initials)  of J. K. Rowling and possible home of Banksy 

14 Dangerous street drug associated with Ben  34 Nathan Robinson (initials) 

 Cousins  35 Ollie North (initials) 

15 Voluminous green cords (initials) 37 What occurred at Black Rock in gripping  

17 Musical register lower than soprano   John Sturges movie of 1955 about arrival of  

 associated with Julia Hamari and Cher  one-armed man in remote desert community  

19 Hotel associated with Elvis  with terrible secret (with Spencer Tracy as  

21 Hindu honorific for revered holy man  mysterious visitor and Ernest Borgnine as 

23 7 Faces of Dr. … Marvelous 1964 fantasy   xenophobic redneck townsperson)? (initials) 

 film by George Pal with Tony Randall (and 39 Grand Inquisitor known for no-nonsense 

 Barbara Eden)  approach to crypto-Jews secretly observing  

24 Charismatic, larger-than-life female singer   Torah despite conversion to Catholicism and 

 such as Oum Kalthoum, Kirsten Flagstad or  other heretics in 15th century Spain 

 Mariah Carey 43 Mortar or paste for filling voids and sealing  

25 Italian director of low budget horror films   joints such as between bathroom tiles with  

 with cult following among young cinephiles  wide range available at Bunnings 

 (Dr. Goldfoot and the Girl Bombs etc.) 45 Italian for tailor (Andrea del … etc.) 
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Across (contd.)  
    

46 Interpretation of scripture to decipher true 18 What you get in Hawaii if you are lucky 

 intent of deity 22 Israeli prime minister assassinated in Kings of  
 

Down 
 Israel Square, Tel Aviv-Yafo in 1995 by  

 fanatical ultranationalist Yigal Amir incensed 

1 Marvelous English painter from Suffolk   by overtures to PLO (marked by monument  

 known for touching study of young daughters  of broken rocks on Ibn Gabirol Street) 

 with butterfly (prompting Constable to say,  26 Receptacle, cabinet or vessel used for  

 of artist’s poetic sensibility, “On looking at   holding or transporting something such as  

 them, we find tears in our eyes and know not   Shekinah or animals to re-inhabit world after  

 what brings them”)  global cataclysm 

2 One of race of brutish, aggressive, ugly and 28 Main tourist attraction of Geneva (3, 1-3) 

 malevolent monsters in Tolkien universe 31 Radical extremist (initials) 

3 Popular hairdos from 60s associated with  36 Russian born designer Romain Petrovich de  

 Dusty Springfield  Tirtoff best known for art deco Symphony in  

4 Star of Andy Warhol’s Haircut (1963, silent,   Black featuring woman in black dress with  

 black and white, 24 minutes) depicting young   greyhound on leash (pseudonym) 

 man having haircut (initials) 38 Curse imparted by malevolent glare in Greek  

5 Hated prime minister of Vichy France tried  community associated with various amulets  

 and executed as a collaborator in 1945  and talisman for protection such as the hamsa  

6 Second most famous film role Rudolf Klein-  hand, blue eye and sign of the horns (adopted 

 Rogge (6, 6)  by heavy metal culture) 

7 Year zero (initials) 39 A hill or rocky peak such as at Glastonbury 

8 Watch over to protect from harm  where Joseph of Arimathea brought holy  

9 First Roman emperor also called Caesar   grail after Crucifixion 

 Augustus associated with period of utter  40 Legendary Egyptian singer (1909-1977) and  

 hegemony known as Pax Romanus  object of fervent adoration throughout Arab  

10 Greatly loved Australian children’s song  world (first name) 

 from 1943 quoted in timeless Men at Work  41 African American celebrity known for role  

 anthem with tragic consequences  as “Clubber” Lang in Rocky III (2, 1) 

16 Annual US award for excellence in recording  42 Famous dwarf (not Sebastián de Morra or  

 industry criticized for white bias and crass   Tyrion Lannister) 

 commercialism (boycotted by The Weeknd) 44 Ron Ely (initials) 
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